The History

FABRIANO, one of the largest municipality in Italy with its 269.61 kilometres ² of area, is located in a picturesque valley surrounded by hills, beyond which rise the mountain Fano (mt.889), Mount Maggio (mt.1361), Mount San Vicino (mt.1479), Monte Cucco (mt.1566) beyond which stands the majestic Mount Catria (mt.1701). 
The place-name, mentioned for the first time in the Charter of S. Victor N° 36 of 1040, had various interpretations, but most historians say the word "Fabriano" derives from the adjective form of the name "Faberius", owner of the land on which they erected the city. 
The city has ancient origins. Diggings at Vallemontagnana (Middle Palaeolithic), Collegiglioni (Upper Palaeolithic), Acquatino of Attiggio (Neolithic), Vetralla Church of San Lorenzo (village Neolithic) etc ... show that the area has been inhabited since prehistoric times. The history of Fabriano has deep roots. It is certain, however, that the first real core of Fabriano was due to the converging in the area of the populations of the ancient Romans of Municipalities Tuficum and Attidium and perhaps, but only marginally, of Sentinum. They gradually moved there in order to escape the barbaric invasions they had already been affected by, in 409 AD (Goths), 410 (Visigoths) up to 574 AD (Lombard) and all'896 AD (Berengar I). 
  
From the heights of Castelvecchio (Castrum Vetus) and Castelnuovo (castrum novum or Podium), areas where Attis and Tuficani refugees had placed their first settlement, began the gradual expansion of the city; both the agricultural activities and studio craft flourished, especially towards the area of “Low or Market Square”, which thus became the working centre and the shopping area. The mainstream art was the “Art of Fabbri” (therefore the blacksmith is the emblem of the city). 
There were 38 “Fabbrerie” located in that area, which produced craft objects that, for the most part, were exported.
 Famous products are the “fire tongs”, mostly known as " tenaglie a massello (pincer)”, but commonly called the" butt "of Fabriano.
 Throughout the centuries a fundamental role was taken by many other manufacturing activities, not only for the economy, but also, after they created the Craft Guild “Art and corporation”, for the social and political life.
Among these a particular importance was given to: The Art of Wool, the Art of Tanning, the Art of Shoemaker, and also the University of Cartari (paper makers). 
Fabriano itself was one of the earliest places in Italy and in Europe to make high-quality paper on an industrial scale, starting in the 13th century, and the town even today has a reputation for fine watermarked paper. It is remarkable that the Fabrianesi are considered to be the  inventors of both the multiple hydraulic hammers and  the technique of sizing with gelatin, which increasingly improved the art of making paper. 


Since sec. XII - XIII (extension of the territory, forced or spontaneous subjugation to neighbouring castles) Fabriano had a period of apparent prosperity. The Lordship of Chiavelli of German descent, who ruled from 1378 to 1435 in Fabriano, played a key role in the growth of the city and became a promoter of cultural events. Under their influence the city was enriched with churches and monasteries. Culture had the main role thanks to the patronage of Chiavelli. It is notable that during the Chiavelli period, many prestigious names (apart from the already well known painters of the past, such as the Master of Campodonico, Allegretto of Nuzio, Francescuccio Cecco Ghissi etc) became well known, starting with Gentile da Fabriano and the so-called School of Fabriano that included a long list of notable artists.
  
 
After a brief period of subjection to the Lordship of the Sforza (1435-1444), Fabriano became dominion of the Church. In this period (second half of the fifteenth century) the city of Fabriano made a notable contribution to the crusade against the Turks. This gave it the right to add the emblem of the little red cross to the emblem of the city. After some years, Fabriano was enriched with substantive public works, but then had to face hard times (looting of the Spanish in 1517, new looting-then avoided by people's leader G.B. Zobicco in 1519, the terrible famine of 1591 etc..) not to mention destructions by earthquakes. These events led to a social and economic decline. 
From 1610 to 1808 Fabriano was directly submitted to the central power of Rome and was governed by prelate, except for brief periods, as in 1798, when Fabriano was part of the Roman Republic proclaimed by General Berthier in 1808 when it was annexed by the Italian Kingdom, becoming the capital of the fourth district in Macerata. In 1813 Fabriano was subjected to the government of Naples, while in 1814 it was under the despotism of Austria. In 1815 Fabriano returned under the control of the Church. In 1831 it was part of the transitional government of the provinces of Emilia-Romagna. 
In 1849 it was part of the Roman Republic and in 1860 was annexed to the Reign of Italy by plebiscite. After 1860 the history of Fabriano is common to that of many other cities, it was, as a matter of fact, closely related to the political and military events of our country. 
  

During the World Wars and especially during the Resistance- after 8 September 1943- the community became more and more involved in the city life.
Nowadays Fabriano is a city characterized by both the industrial development (for the presence of large entities, among them "The Paper Mill Miliani", "Merloni" and many other efficient companies) and the vivid cultural and social life.
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